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The simple restricted modules for the restricted simple Cartan-type Lie
algebras fall into two classes. There is a large class consisting of modules
induced from simple modules for the subalgebra of nonnegative compo-
nents. Then there is the small class of exceptional simple modules. Explicit
constructions of these exceptional modules and formulas for their dimen-
w xsions were obtained by Shen 9 for the Witt and special algebras and by
w x  .Holmes 3 for the contact algebra for sufficiently large characteristic . In
w xthis paper, we take up the case of the hamiltonian algebra. Already in 9
Shen has made considerable progress in this case, especially in considering
the map d of Section 3 below. However, we feel that some proofs are
incomplete and some statements are incorrect. In particular, we believe
that the formula given for the dimensions of the exceptional modules is
inaccurate. We provide a new formula under the assumption of sufficiently
 .large characteristic see 5.10 . For more detailed comments comparing
Shen's results with ours, see the remarks following 3.2, 4.8, 5.8, and 5.10.
1. STATEMENT OF MAIN RESULTS
Let F be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p ) 2. Fix r g N
and set n s 2 r. Let H denote the toral rank r restricted hamiltonian
  . w x.algebra over F denoted H 2 r ; 1 in 10 .
If H denotes the homogeneous component of degree l in the usuall
 . grading of H, then H ( sp F , the symplectic algebra. For more0 n
.details, see Section 2.
The simple restricted H -modules are parametrized by the set L of0
 . r weights via maximal vectors which can be identified with F . In thisp
.  .paper, all modules are assumed to be finite-dimensional. Let L l0
denote the simple restricted H -module corresponding to l g L.0
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Set Nqs  H . Then Nqe Nqq H \ Hq and HqrNq( H . Inl ) 0 l 0 0
particular, any H -module becomes an Hq-module by letting Nq act0
 .  .  .  .qtrivially. For l g L, define Z l s u H m L l where u g de-uH . 0
notes the restricted enveloping algebra of the restricted algebra g. Then
 .  .   . < 4Z l has a unique simple quotient L l and L l l g L is a complete
set of representatives for the isomorphism classes of simple restricted
H-modules.
For 0 F k F r, set v s yk e g L, where e is the r-tuple with jthk is1 i i
 .  .entry d Kronecker delta . The weights v 0 F k F r are called excep-i j k
w xtional weights. Shen proved in 9 that if l g L is not exceptional, then
 .  .  . n  .Z l s L l , so that dim L l s p dim L l . In this paper, we giveF F 0
 .the dimensions of the L l with l exceptional assuming p is not too
small.
 .THEOREM see 5.10 . Assume p ) r.
n y 2 n y 2 n n y 1 .  . w .  .x  .1 If 1 F k F r, then dim L v s y p y 2 .F k k y 1 k y 3 k y 1
 .  .2 dim L v s 1.F 0
a a .  .Here, denotes the binomial coefficient with the convention that s 0b b
unless 0 F b F a.
If M is an H-module, then M* denotes the contragredient module. We
prove that the exceptional simple modules are self-dual.
 .  .  .THEOREM see 6.1 . Assume p ) r. If 0 F k F r, then L v * ( L v .k k
 .  .We construct the simple modules L v 1 F k F r as quotients of thek
usual exterior algebra V of differential forms associated with the Witt
algebra. In the process, we obtain rather detailed information about the
submodule structure of V viewed as an H-module.
2. SELF-DUALITY OF V
n aa k .  .Let r, n, p, and F be as in Section 1. For a, b g Z , define s  ,bkb k
a ak k .  .where is the binomial coefficient with the convention that s 0b bk k
 n 4unless 0 F b F a . Set A s a g Z N 0 F a - p . The di¨ ided powerk k k
 a. 4algebra A is the associative F-algebra having F-basis x N a g A and
multiplication subject to the rule
a q ba. b. aqb.x x s x , /a
where x c. [ 0 if c f A.
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For each 1 F k F n, let D denote the derivation of A uniquelyk
determined by the property D x a. s x aye k . where e is the n-tuple withk k
jth entry d . Then W [  A D s Der A is a restricted Lie algebrajk k k F
 a. 4called the Witt algebra. It has F-basis x D N a g A, 1 F k F n . Thek
bracket product in W satisfies
a q b y ea q b y e la. b. aqbye . aqbye .k k lx D , x D s x D y x D .k l l k /  /a b
 .View W as an A-module in the natural way and set V s Hom W, A .1 A
 4 e k .Then V is a free A-module with base dx , . . . , dx , where x [ x and1 1 n k
 .d: A ª V is given by dx: D ¬ Dx x g A , d g W . V becomes a1 1
 . restricted W-module by defining D ? w s D(w y w ( ad D D g W,
.  w x.w g V cf. 1, p. 125 .1
The following lemma is easy to verify.
2.1. LEMMA. x a.D ? dx s d  x aye k .dx .i j i j k k
Let V denote the exterior algebra of V over A. Given 1 F k F n, set1
 k 4  4G s g g Z N 1 F g - g - ??? - g F n and set G s z , where zk 1 2 k 0
Ç a. . denotes the empty tuple: z s . Put G s D G . Then x dx N a g A, gk k g
4 g G is a basis for V, where dx [ dx n ??? n dx for g g G andg g g k1 k
.dx [ 1 . For each 0 F k F n, set V s  A dx . For convenience, setz k g g G gkÇ 4V s 0 if k - 0 or k ) n. We have V s  V .k k k
The action of W on V extends uniquely to an action on V subject to1
the rules
D ? ¨ n w s D ? ¨ n w q ¨ n D ? w , .
D ? x ¨ s D x ¨ q x D ? ¨ .  .  .
 .D g W, x g A , and ¨ , w g V . With these definitions, V becomes a
restricted W-module.
It will be convenient to have an explicit formula for the action of W on
V. In order to state it, we need some further notations and conventions.
Strictly speaking, g g G is a k-tuple, but it will simplify formulas if we usek
a mild abuse of notation. We write i g g to mean g s i for some j. Ifj
g g G and i g g , then g _ i g G denotes the tuple obtained from g byk ky1
removing i. Similarly, if g g G and j f g , then g j j g G denotes thek kq1
 < 4tuple obtained from g by inserting j. We set g s g _ j g g j G i and- i
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similarly define g , g , g . The notation ig j denotes the tuple obtainedF i ) i G i
from g by removing those entries not strictly between i and j:
g , i F j, .-j) i
ig j s  g , i G j. .)j- i
Finally, if g g G, then g g G for some uniquely determined k, and we putk
< <g s k.
The following lemma follows directly from 2.1 and the extended action
of W on V given above. Note that it implies V is a W-submodule of Vk
for each k.
2.2. LEMMA.
a q b y ea. b. aqbye .i ix D ? x dx s x dxi g g /a
a q b y e< <ig j j aqbye .jq d y1 x dx , .igg g _ i.j j /bjfg_i
where d is 1 if i g g and 0 otherwise.igg
Given 1 F i F n, set
1, i F r ,
s i s . y1, i ) r ,
 .and i9 s i q s i r.
Define an F-linear map D : A ª W by means ofH
n
D f s s i D f D f g A . .  .  .  .H i i9
is1
The image H9 of A under D is closed under both the bracket productH
and the p-mapping of W and is hence a restricted subalgebra of W. If we
w xput H [ H9, H9 , then H is a simple restricted Lie algebra called
  a.. :the hamiltonian algebra. We have H s D x N a / p , where p [H
 .  w x.p y 1, . . . , p y 1 cf. 10, Section 4.4 .
ÇThe Witt algebra W possesses a restricted grading, W s  W , wherel l
 a. < < : < <W s x D N a g A, a s l q 1, 1 F i F n . Here, a [  a for a g A.l i i i
The algebra H9 - W inherits a restricted grading from W. Explicitly, we
X X   a.. < < < :have H9 s  H where H s D x a s l q 2 . Similarly, H - H9l l l H
inherits a restricted grading.
 .  a.Fix 0 F k F n. For each l g Z set V [ x dx N a g A, g g G ,k l g k
Ç< < :  .a q k s l . Then V s  V is a graded W-module and hence ak l k l
 .graded H9-module resp., H-module , as well.
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Let L be a Lie algebra over F and let M be an L-module. The
 .contragredient module of M is the space M* [ Hom M, F on which LF
 . .  .  .acts according to the rule x ? f ¨ s yf x ? ¨ x g L, f g M*, ¨ g M .
If L is graded and M is a graded L-module, then M* is also a graded
 .  <  .  4 4L-module, where M* [ f g M* f M s 0 for all j / yl . In partic-l j
 .  4  4ular, M* / 0 if and only if M / 0 .l yl
Our immediate goal is to show that each V is self-dual, that is,k
U  .V ( V as H9-modules see 2.6 . We first give an explicit formula for thek k
 a. . <action of W on V* in terms of the dual basis x dx *g
4a g A, g g G .
2.3. LEMMA.
ab. a. aybqe .ix D ? x dx * s y x dx * .  .i g g /b
a< <ig j aybqe .jy y1 x dx *. .  . g _ j.j ia y b q e /jjgg
ifg_j
 .Proof. For any c g A, n g G, we have using 2.2
b. a. c.x D ? x dx * x dx . .i g n
s x a.dx * yx b.D ? x c.dx . .g i n
b q c y eia. bqcye .is x dx * y x dx .g n /b
b q c y e< <in j bqcye .j jyd y1 x dx .ig n n _ i.j j /cjfn_i
b q c y eis y d da , bqcye g , ni /b
b q c y e< <in j jy d y1 d d .ig n a , bqcye g , n _ i.j jj /cjfn_i
as y d daybqe , c g , ni /b
a< <ig jy y1 d d , . aybqe , c g _ j.j i , na y b q e j /jjgg
ifg_j
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where d is 1 if i g n and 0 otherwise, and the other deltas areig n
Kronecker deltas. This last expression is the same as the right hand side of
c.the equation in the lemma applied to x dx . The lemma follows.n
The proof of 2.6 will require two combinatorial results.
2.4. LEMMA. Let a, b g Z. If 0 F a F p y 1 and b F p y 1, then
a b p y 1 y a q b .  .  .s y1 ¨iewed as elements of F.b b
Proof. If b - 0, then both sides equal zero, so we may assume b G 0. If
p y 1 y a q b .a - b, then the assumptions a G 0, b F p y 1 imply p divides b
so that once again both sides equal zero. Therefore, we may assume
0 F b F a. If a s 0, then b s 0 as well, so that both sides equal 1. Finally,
if a ) 0, then using induction on a we have
a a y 1 a y 1s q /  /  /b b b y 1
p y a q b p y 1 y a q bb by1s y1 q y1 .  . /  /b b y 1
p y a q b p y 1 y a q bbs y1 y .  /  /b b y 1
p y 1 y a q bbs y1 , .  /b
where for the last equality we have used that p y 1 y a q b G 0 since
a F p y 1 and b G 0.
In the proof of the next result we use the notation g 1 s g , g 2 sF r
 .g g g G .) r
 . < ig 9 j9 <2.5. LEMMA. If g g G and j g g , i9 f g , then y1 s
 . < i9g j <  . <g <q1  . <g <q1y1 s i9 s j .
 .Proof. If either i, j9 F r or i, j9 ) r, then ig 9 j9 s i9g j 9, so the for-
mula holds. Assume j F r and i9 ) r. Then
< < 1 2 2 1< . < < . < < < < <ig 9 j9 g 9 g 9 g g) i - j9 ) i9 - jy1 s y1 y1 s y1 y1 .  .  .  .  .
< 2 < < 2 < < 1 < < 1 <g g g gF i9 G js y1 y1 y1 y1 .  .  .  .
2 1 < << < < < gg g- i9 ) js y y1 y1 y1 .  .  .
< < < < < < < < < <i9g j g i9g j g gs y y1 y1 s s i9 s j y1 s i9 s j . .  .  .  .  .  .  .
An analogous argument handles the remaining case, i9 F r, j ) r.
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Define a linear map c : V* ª V by means of
< < 2< < < <a g ga. pya.c x dx * s y1 y1 x dx a g A , g g G , .  .  . . /g g 9
< < n 2  .where a [  a , g s g , p s p y 1, . . . , p y 1 , and g 9 g G is theis1 i ) r
 4tuple obtained from g by arranging the elements of i9 N i g g in increas-
ing order. The map c is clearly bijective. Its inverse cy1 : V ª V* is given
by
< < 1< < < <a g gy1 a. pya.c x dx s y1 y1 x dx * a g A , g g G , .  .  . .  .g g 9
where g 1 s g .F r
2.6. THEOREM. c : V* ª V is an H9-isomorphism.
 b..  . bye i. a.Proof. Let D s D x s  s i x D g H9 and x s x dx gH i i9 g
V. Since c is a vector space isomorphism, we need only check that
 .  .c D ? x* s D ? c x* . Using 2.3 we have
n a aybqe qe .i i9D ? x* s y s i x dx * .  . gb y e /iis1
n a< <i9g jy s i y1 .  .  a y b q e q e /i jis1 jgg
i9fg_j
? x aybqe iqe j.dx *, .g _ j.j i9
so that
n a < <aybqe qei i9c D ? x* s y s i y1 .  .  . b y e /iis1
< < < 2 <g g pyaqbye ye .i i9? y1 x dx . g 9
n a< <i9g jy s i y1 .  .  a y b q e q e /i jis1 jgg
i9fg_j
< < 2< . < < . . <aybqe qe g_j ji9 g_j ji9i j? y1 y1 .  .
? x pyaqbye iye j.dx .g _ j.j i9.9
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Before computing the other side, we simplify this expression. We have
< . < < . .2 < < < < 2 < .g_j ji9 g_j ji9 g g yd qdj) r i9) ry1 s y1 .  .
2 < < < << < < < g gg gs y1 s j s i9 , .  .  .
where d is 1 if j ) r and 0 otherwise, etc. Using this, we obtainj) r
n
2 a< < < < < <ayb g g pyaqbye ye .i i9c D ? x* s y s i y1 y1 x dx .  .  .  . g 9b y e /iis1
< < < <ayb i9g jy s i y1 y1 .  .  . 
jgg i9fg_j ) .
2 < < < << < < < g gg g? y1 s j s i9 .  .  .
a pyaqbye ye .i j? x dx .g 9_ j9.j ib y e y e /i j
On the other hand,
2< < < < < <a g g pya.D ? c x* s D ? y1 y1 x dx .  .  . g 9
n b y e q p y a y e2< < i i9< < < <a g gs s i y1 y1 .  .  .  /b y eiis1
? x bye iqp yaye i9.dxg 9
< < 2 < << < < <a i9g 9 jg gq s i y1 y1 y1 .  .  .  . 
i9gg 9 jfg 9_i9
b y e y e q p y ai j bye ye qpya.i j? x dx .g 9_ i9.j jb y e y e /i j
If b y e q p y a y e is not in A then x bye iqp yaye i9. s 0 by definition,i i9
b y e q p y a y ei i9 .and if it is in A, then 2.4 applies to give sb y e i
< bye < a q e < bye < a < bye < ai9i i i .  .  .  .  .  .y1 s y1 q y1 in F. Using this,b y e b y e b y e y ei i i i9
we can break the first summation on the right into two summations, the
 .first of which equals the first summation on the right of ) and the second
of which is zero since the i term cancels with the i9 term. Interchanging i
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and j in the second summation on the right and applying 2.5 and 2.4 we
see that it equals
< < 2 < << < < <a i9g jg gs j y1 y1 y1 .  .  .  . 
jgg i9fg_j
< < < < < <g q1 g q1 bye yei j? s i9 s j y1 .  .  .
a bye ye qpya.i j? x dx .g 9_ j9.j ib y e y e /i j
 . < a < . < bye iye j <  . < ayb <  .2  .  .Finally, y1 y1 s y1 , s j s 1, and s i9 s ys i ,
 .so this expression equals the second summation on the right of ) .
It follows from 2.6 that cy1 : V ª V* is an H9-isomorphism, as well.
3. ENDOMORPHISMS OF V
In this section, we study some natural endomorphisms of V. Let
y1f : V ª V be a linear map. Define f s c f *c : V ª V. Given k g Z,
denote by f the restriction of f to V . The grading on V to which thek k k
next lemma refers is that described before 2.3.
3.1. LEMMA. Let f , g : V ª V be linear maps.
 .1 If f is an H9-homomorphism, then so is f.
 .2 fgs gf.
 .3 Let k, l g Z and assume f maps V into V . Then f mapsk k kql kql
l .V into V and f s y1 f . If f is graded of degree d q l, then f iskq l k k k k kql
graded of degree d y l.
Proof.
 .1 This follows from 2.6.
y1 y1 y1 y1 .  .2 We have fgs c fg *c s c g*f *c s c g*c c f *c s gf.
 .3 That f maps V into V is clear. For the second claim, wekq l kql k
first compute c *. We have
c * x a.dx * x b.dx * s x a.dx * c x b.dx * .  . .  . . .  . /g n g n
< < 2< < < <b n na. pyb.s x dx * y1 y1 x dx .  . .  /g n 9
< < 2< < < <b n ns y1 y1 d d .  . a , pyb g , n 9
< < 1< < < <pya g gs y1 y1 d d , .  . pya , b g 9 , n
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 a. . .  . <pya < . <g < <g 1 < pya.so c * x dx * s y1 y1 x dx g V s V**. Hence,g g 9
< < 1< < < <a g gy1 a. pya.c *c x dx s c * y1 y1 x dx * .  . .  . /g g 9
1 2 < << < < < < < < < gg g g g a. a.s y1 y1 x dx s y1 x dx , .  .  .g g
 y1 .  .k  y1 .implying c *c s y1 1 . In a similar fashion, we get cc * sk V kk
 .ky1 1 .V k y 1 y 1 y 1 y 1  . .  .  .Therefore, f s c c f *c *c s cc * f c *c sk k kq l k k
 .kq l .k  . ly1 y1 f s y1 f .k k
Finally, assume f is graded of degree d q l. Using the definitions, it isk
y1 < < Ueasy to see that c is graded of degree y p y 2k y 2 l, f is graded ofkq l k
< <degree d q l, and c is graded of degree p q 2k. Therefore, f sk kql
U y1c f c is graded of degree d y l.k k kql
Define a linear map d : V ª V by
< <ga. aye . aye .) ii id x dx s x dx n dx s y1 x dx . . .  g g i g j i
i ifg
It is well known and straightforward to prove that d is a W-homomorphism
 w x.and hence an H9-homomorphism see 6, p. 33 . Clearly, each d : V ªk k
V is graded of degree 0.kq1
a. <g < aye .) i i9 .  . .3.2. PROPOSITION. d x dx s  s i y1 x dxg igg g _ i
 .a g A, g g G .
Proof. We first compute d *. For a, b g A, and g , n g G, we have
d * x a.dx * x b.dx s x a.dx * d x b.dx .  . . .  . /g n g n
< <na. bye .) i is x dx * y1 x dx . . g n j i /
ifn
< <n ) is y1 d d . a , bye g , n j ii
ifn
< . <g_i ) is y1 d d , . aqe , b g _ i , ni
igg
 a. . .  . <g ) i < aqe i. .so d * x dx * s  y1 x dx *.g igg g _ i
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Using the definitions and the preceding paragraph, we get
1< < < < < <a g ga. y1 a. pya.d x dx s cd *c x dx s cd * y1 y1 x dx * .  . .  .  . /g g g 9
X1< < < << < < <a gg g pyaqe .) i is c y1 y1 y1 x dx * .  .  .  . g 9_ i
igg 9
< < 1< < < <a g gs y1 y1 .  .
< X < < < 2< < < . <g pyaqe g 9_i g 9_i aye .) i i i? y1 y1 y1 x dx . .  .  . g 9_ i.9
igg 9
< < < <Now g 9 _ i s g y 1 and
< 1 <g , i F r ,2< <g 9 _ i s . 1 < <g y 1, i ) r ,
so
< < < 1 < < 1 <g g gy1 y1 , i F r , .  .2< < < . <g 9_i g 9_iy1 s . 1 2< < < < < <g g g y y1 y1 , i ) r . .  .
 . <pyaqe i <  . <pya <  . < a <Also, y1 s y y1 s y y1 and
< < 1< <g g) i9
X y1 y1 , i F r , .  .< <g ) iy1 s . 2< < < <g g ) i9y1 y1 , i ) r . .  .
Hence,
< <ga. aye .) i9 id x dx s s i9 y1 x dx . .  . . g g _ i9
igg 9
The sum is over all i with i g g 9, or, equivalently, with i9 g g . Therefore,
we can replace i9 with i to finish the proof.
wRemark. The formula for d in 3.2 is similar to the formula for d in 9,i
xp. 411 . I believe there is a typographical error in that paper and the
 .  .formula should read d fv s  " D f v . Our explicit expres-Äi S jg S j S _w j x
sion for the signs facilitates the checking of certain properties of d cf.
w x .proof of Lemma 2.2 in 9 with proof of 3.5 below .
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Set w s  dx n dx g V . Define a linear map t : V ª V byH iF r i i9 2
< < < <g ga. a. a.- i - i9t x dx s w n x dx s y1 y1 x dx . .  . . g H g g j i , i94
iFr
i , i9fg
w x  < 4According to 10, Sect. 4.4 , H9 : D g W D ? w s 0 . Therefore, ifH
 .D g H9, x g V, then t D ? x s w n D ? x s D ? w n x q w n D ? x sH H H
 .  .D ? w n x s D ? t x , implying t is an H9-homomorphism. Clearly,H
each t : V ª V is graded of degree 2.k k kq2
a. <g < <g < a.- i - i9 .  .  .3.3. LEMMA. t x dx s y y1 y1 x dxg g _i, i94iFr
i , i9gg
 .a g A, g g G .
Proof. We first compute t *. For a, b g A and g , n g G, we have
t * x a.dx * x b.dx . . /g n
s x a.dx * t x b.dx . . .g n
< < < <n na. b.- i - i9s x dx * y1 y1 x dx .  . . g n j i , i94 /
iFr
i , i9fn
< < < <n n- i - i9s y1 y1 d d .  . a , b g , n j i , i94
iFr
i , i9fn
< < < <g g- i - i9s y y1 y1 d d , .  . a , b g _i , i94 , n
iFr
i , i9gg
 a. . .  . <g - i < . <g - i9 < a. .so t * x dx * s y y1 y1 x dx *.g g _i, i94iFr
i , i9gg
Using the definitions and the preceding paragraph, we get
1< < < < < <a g ga. y1 a. pya.t x dx s ct *c x dx s ct * y1 y1 x dx * .  . .  .  . /g g g 9
1< < < < < <a g gs c y y1 y1 .  .
X X< < < <g g pya.- i - i9? y1 y1 x dx * .  .  . g 9_i , i94
iFr
i , i9gg 9
< < 1< < < <a g gs y y1 y1 .  .
< X < < X < < < 2<  4 < <  4. <g g pya g 9_ i , i9 g 9_ i , i9- i - i9? y1 y1 y1 y1 .  .  .  .
iFr
i , i9gg 9
? x a.dx .g 9_i , i94.9
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For each i F r with i, i9 g g 9 one has
2 1< < < < < < < < 4  4g 9 _ i , i9 g 9 _ i , i9 s g y 2 g y 1 , . .  .
so that
2 1 < <<  4 < <  4. < < < < < gg 9_ i , i9 g 9_ i , i9 g gy1 s y1 y1 . .  .  .
 . <g X- i <  . <g - i9 < . <g 1 <  . <g X- i9 <Also, for i F r , y1 s y1 y1 and y1 s
 . <g - i < . <g 2 <   4.y1 y1 . The proof is completed by noting that g 9 _ i, i9 9 s
 4g _ i, i9 and that i, i9 g g 9 if and only if i, i9 g g .
 .Set ¨ s  s i x dx g V . Define a linear map h: V ª V byi i9 i 1
< <ga. a. aqe .) i i9h x dx s x dx n ¨ s s i y1 a q 1 x dx . .  .  . . g g i9 g j i
ifg
In general, h is not an H9-homomorphism. Clearly, each h : V ª Vk k kq1
is graded of degree 2.
a. <g < aqe .) i i .  .  . 3.4. LEMMA. h x dx s  y1 a q 1 x dx a g A,g igg i g _ i
.g g G .
Proof. We first compute h*. For a, b g A and g , n g G, we have
h* x a.dx * x b.dx . . /g n
s x a.dx * h x b.dx . . .g n
< <na. bqe .) i i9s x dx * s i y1 b q 1 x dx .  .  . . g i9 n j i /
ifn
< <n ) is s i y1 b q 1 d d .  .  . i9 a , bqe g , n j ii9
ifn
< <g ) is s i y1 a d d , .  . i9 aye , b g _ i , ni9
igg
 a. . .  . . <g ) i <  aye i9. .so h* x dx * s  s i y1 a x dx *.g igg i9 g _ i
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Using the definitions and the preceding paragraph, we get
1< < < < < <a g ga. y1 a. pya.h x dx s ch*c x dx s ch* y1 y1 x dx * .  . .  .  . /g g g 9
1< < < < < <a g gs c y1 y1 .  .
X< <g pyaye .) i i9? s i y1 p y 1 y a x dx * .  .  .  . i9 g 9_ i
igg 9
< < 1< < < <a g gs y1 y1 .  .
< X <g ) i? s i y1 p y 1 y a .  .  . i9
igg 9
< < 2< < < . <pyaye g 9_i g 9_ii9= y1 y1 .  .
? x aqe i9.dxg 9_ i.9
1 < X << < < < gg g ) i9s y1 s i9 y1 a q 1 .  .  .  . i
igg
< < < .1 <g_i g_i aqe .i? y1 x dx , . g _ i
 . <pyaye i9 <  . < a <where we have used that y1 s y y1 . Now
< < 2< <g g) i
X y1 y1 , i F r , .  .< <g ) i9y1 s . 1< < < <g g ) iy1 y1 , i ) r , .  .
and
 < < . < 1 < .g y1 g y1y1 , i F r , .1< < < . <g_i g_iy1 s . 1 < < . < <g y1 g y1 , i ) r , .
 . <g X) i9 < . <g _ i < <g _ i.1 <  . <g ) i < . <g < <g 1 <  .so y1 y1 s y1 y1 s i9 , and the result fol-
lows.
Next, we gather together several formulas involving compositions of the
maps defined in this section.
3.5. PROPOSITION.
2 2 .1 d s 0 and d s 0.
 .2 dt s td and dt s td .
 .3 td y dt s d and td y dt s d .
 .4 dd s ydd .
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 .5 tdd s ddt and tdd s ddt .
 .  . .  .6 If x g V , then tt y tt x s r y k x.k
 .7 dh q hd s 2t and dh q hd s 2t .
 .  .  . .  . . 8 If x g V , then dh q hd x s lx and dh q hd x s n qk l
.l y 2k x.
Proof.
 .1 The first formula is well known and straightforward to prove. The
 .second follows from the first and 3.1 2 .
 .2 We have
< < < <g ga. a.- i - i9dt x dx s d y1 y1 x dx .  . . g g j i , i94 /iFr
i , i9fg
< < < < <  4 <g g gj i , i9- i - i9 ) js y1 y1 y1 .  .  . 
iFr  4jfgj i , i9
i , i9fg
? x aye j.dx ,g j i , i94j j
while
< <ga. aye .) j jtd x dx s t y1 x dx . . g g j j /
jfg
< < < < < <g gjj gjj) j - i - i9s y1 y1 y1 .  .  . 
jfg iFr
i , i9fgjj
? x aye j.dx .g j jj i , i94
 . <g j  i , i94) j <  . <g ) j <  . <g j j- i < . <g j j- i9 <Now y1 s e y1 and y1 y1 si j
 . <g - i < . <g - i9 <e y1 y1 where e is 1 if j - i or j ) i9 and y1 if i - j - i9.i j i j
Hence,
< < < < < <g g ga. aye .- i - i9 ) j jdt x dx s e y1 y1 y1 x dx .  .  . . g i j g j i , i9 , j4
iFr
j/i , i9
i , i9 , jfg
s td x a.dx , .g
 .implying dt s td . Using 3.1 2 we get dt s td .
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 .3 First,
< < < < < <g g_i g_ia. ) i - j - j9td x dx s s i y1 y1 y1 .  .  .  . .  g
igg jFr
j , j9fg_i
? x aye i9.dxg _ ij  j , j94




? x aye i9.dxg _ ij  j , j94








where e is 1 if i - j or i ) j9 and y1 if j - i - j9. If i g g and i9 f g ,i j
 . <g ) i < . <g - i < . <g - i9 <  . <g ) i9 <then it follows that y1 y1 y1 s y y1 , so the last
two sums combine to give




< < < < <  4 <g g gj j , j9a. - j - j9 ) idt x dx s y1 y1 s i y1 .  .  .  . .  g
jFr  4iggj j , j9
j , j9fg
? x aye i9.dxg j  j , j94_ i




? x aye i9.dxg j  j , j94_ i
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< < < < < <g g g aye .- j - j9 ) j j9y y1 y1 y1 x dx .  .  . g j j9
jFr
j , j9fg
< < < < < <g g g aye .- j - j9 ) j9 jy y1 y1 y1 x dx , .  .  . g j j
jFr
j , j9fg
with the last two sums combining to give
< <g aye .) j jy y1 x dx . . g j j
j, j9fg
Therefore,
< <ga. aye .) i itd y dt x dx s y1 x dx . .  . g g j i
ifg
i9gg
< <g aye .) j jq y1 x dx . g j j
j, j9fg
s d x a.dx , .g
implying td y dt s d . Using 3.1 we get d s td y dts dt y td s ydt q
td , as desired.
 .  .  .  .  .4 From 3 and 1 , we have dd s d td y dt s dtd s dt y td d
s ydd .
 .  .  .  .  .5 Using 3 , 1 , and 2 , we get tdd s d q dt d s dtd s ddt .
Applying bar and using 3.1 gives the second formula.
 . a.6 It is enough to consider x s x dx g V .g k
< < < < <  4 <g g gj i , i9- i - i9 - jtt x s y y1 y1 y1 .  .  .  . 
iFr jFr
i , i9fg  4j , j9ggj i , i9
<  4 <gj i , i9 a.- j9? y1 x dx . g j i , i94_ j , j94









< < < < <  4 <g g g_ j , j9- j - j9 - itt x s y y1 y1 y1 .  .  .  . 
jFr iFr
 4i , i9fg_ j , j9j , j9gg
<  4 <g_ j , j9 a.- i9? y1 x dx . g _ j , j94j i , i94








tt y tt x s x y x s s y t x , .  .  . 
iFr jFr
i , i9fg j , j9gg
< 4 < < 4 < < <where s s i F r N i, i9 f g and t s i F r N i, i9 g g . Clearly, k s g s
 .  . .  .2 t q r y s y t , so that s y t s r y k. Hence, tt y tt x s r y k x.
 .7 We have
< < < <g gjia. ) i ) jdh x dx s s i y1 a q 1 y1 .  .  .  . .  g i9
ifg jfgji
? x aqe i9ye j.dxg j ij j
< < < <g g aqe ye .) i ) j i9 js s i y1 a q 1 e y1 x dx .  .  .  . i9 i j g j ij j
i , jfg
i/j , j9
< < < <g g a.- i - i9q y1 y1 a q 1 x dx , .  .  . i9 g j i , i94
i , i9fg
where e is 1 if i - j and y1 if i ) j, and where we have used thati j
 . <g ) i < . <g j i) i9 <  . . < ig i9 <  . . <g - i < . <g - i9 <y1 y1 s s i y1 s s i y1 y1 for i, i9 f g .
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On the other hand,
< < < <g gjja. ) j ) ihd x dx s y1 s i y1 a y d q 1 .  .  .  . .  g i9 i9 j
jfg ifgjj
? x aye jqe i9.dxg j jj i
< < < <g g) j ) is y1 s i ye y1 a q 1 .  .  .  .  . i j i9
i , jfg
i/j , j9
? x aye jqe i9.dxg j jj i
< < < <g g a.- i9 - iy y1 y1 a x dx , .  . i9 g j i9 , i4
i , i9fg
 . <g ) i9 < . <g j iX) i <  . . <g - i9 < . <g - i <since y1 y1 s s i9 y1 y1 for i, i9 f g . There-
fore,
< < < <g ga. a.- i - i9dh q hd x dx s y1 y1 x dx , .  .  . . g g j i , i94
i , i9fg
implying dh q hd s 2t . Applying bar and using 3.1 gives the second
formula.
 . a.  .8 It is enough to consider x s x dx g V . We haveg k l
< < < <g gji aye qe .) i ) j i jhd x s y1 y1 a y d q 1 x dx .  .  .  .  j i j g j i_ j
ifg jggji




< < < <g g_j aqe ye .) j ) i j idh x s y1 a q 1 y1 x dx .  .  . .  j g _ jj i
jgg ifg_j
< < < <g g aqe ye .) j ) i j is y1 a q 1 ye y1 x dx .  .  . . j i j g _ jj i
jgg
ifg
q a q 1 x , . j
jgg
where e is 1 if i - j and y1 if i ) j. Therefore,i j
< < < <hd q dh x s a x q a q 1 x s a q g x s lx . .  . .  . i j
ifg jgg
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The second formula can be proved directly as above or one can proceed
 .  .as follows. First, 3.1 implies hd q dh s y hd q dh s y dh q hd .
y1 . .  . .  .  .Therefore, hd q dh x s y dh q hd x s yc dh q hd *c x s
 < < < <.  < < .  .y p y a q g 9 x s n q a y k x s n q l y 2k x.
4. DIMENSION FORMULA FOR V k
In this section, we begin investigating the H9-submodule structure of V
and we compute the dimension of a certain quotient V of V which isk k
shown in Section 5 to be simple.
m m .  . 4.1. LEMMA. If x g V and m g N, then tt x s t t x q m r yk
. my 1 .k y m q 1 t x .
 .  .Proof. The case m s 1 is 3.5 6 . Let m ) 1. Using 3.5 6 again and
then the induction hypothesis, we get
m my1 my1tt x s ttt x q r y k y 2m q 2 t x .  .  .  .
m my1s t t x q m y 1 r y k y m q 2 t x .  .  .  .
q r y k y 2m q 2 t my 1 x .  .
m my1s t t x q m r y k y m q 1 t x . .  .  .
m m .  .4.2. LEMMA. If x g ker d with l ? 1 s 0, and m g N, then t t xk l F
m my1 .  .  .' y1 m! r y k q i x mod im d q im d .is0
 .Proof. We proceed by induction on m. From 3.5 8 and the assumption
l ? 1 s 0 we getF
dh x s yhd x q n y 2k x , .  .  .
 .  .and from 3.5 7 , 3 , and the assumption x g ker d we get
dht x s yhdt x q 2tt x s hd x q 2tt x . .  .  .  .  .
 .  .  .  .Adding, we obtain 2tt x q n y 2k x s dht x q dh x g im d q
 .  . im d , so that tt x ' y r y k x congruences here and below are mod-
.ulo im d q im d . This handles the case m s 1.
 .  .Now let m ) 1. By 3.5 2 , 3 , tt maps im d q im d into itself. There-
fore, the induction hypothesis and then the case m s 1 give
my2




' y r y k y1 m y 1 ! r y k q i x . .  .  .  .
is0
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But 4.1 and then the induction hypothesis again yield
m m my1 my1 my1 my1t t x sttt t x y m y 1 r y k q m t t x .  .  .  .  .
my 1 my1'ttt t x .
my2
my 1y my1 rykqm y1 my1 ! rykqi x . .  .  .  .  .
is0
Therefore,
m mt t x ' y r y k y m y 1 r y k q m .  .  .  .
my2
my 1
? y1 m y 1 ! r y k q i x . .  .  .
is0
 .  . .  .We have y r y k y m y 1 r y k q m s ym r y k q m y 1 , so the
result follows.
w  . x We need the following result from 2, 2.3 2 and proof see also
w x.9, Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.1 .
4.3. PROPOSITION. Let 0 F k F n.
n y 1 n .  . .1 dim im d s p y 1 .F k k
 .2 ker d rim d is acted on tri¨ ially by W, it is spanned by homoge-k ky1
n .neous ¨ectors of degree kp, and its dimension is .k
4.4. PROPOSITION. Assume p ) r and let 0 F k - r.
 .1 ker d : im d q im d ,k ky1 kq1
 .2 im d = ker d l ker d .kq1 k k
Proof.
 .1 Let x g ker d . We may assume x is homogeneous, that is,k
 .  .  .x g ker d for some l. According to 4.3, ker d s im d if l / kpk l k l ky1 l
so we may assume l s pk. Set m s k q 1. Then k y 2m s yk y 2 - 0,
m m m my1 4  .  .so t : V ª V s 0 implying t x s 0. By 4.2, y1 m!k ky2 m is0
 .r y k q i x g im d q im d . Now, 1 F m F r - p, so m!? 1 / 0. Also,F
 .for 0 F i F m y 1 we have 1 F r y k q i F r - p, implying r y k q i ?
1 / 0. Therefore, x g im d q im d as desired.F
0 0 .  .  .  .2 Using 1 we get im d * s ker d = im d q im d sk k ky1 kq1
0 0 .  .im d l im d s ker d * l ker d *, where for vector spacesky1 kq1 ky1 kq1
0  <  . 4V G U, we are using the notation U s f g V * f U s 0 . Now
y1 .  .c ker d * s ker c d * c s ker d s ker d using 3.1 3 . Simi-kq1 kq1 kq1 k k k
 .  .larly, c ker d * s ker d and c im d * s im d . The resultky1 k k kq1
follows.
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4.5. COROLLARY. Assume p ) r and let 0 F k - r.
 .1 ker d l ker d s im d l ker d .k k kq1 k
 .2 ker d l im d s im d l im d .k ky1 kq1 ky1
Proof.
 .  .1 By 3.5 1 , ker d = im d , so ker d l ker d = im d l ker d .k kq1 k k kq1 k
 .On the other hand, ker d l ker d : im d l ker d by 4.4 2 .k k kq1 k
 .  .  .2 By 3.5 1 , ker d = im d , so intersecting both sides of 1 withk ky1
im d gives the result.ky1
4.6. LEMMA. Assume p ) r. If 0 F k - r , then im d lkq1
ker d rim d l im d is isomorphic to ker d rim d as graded H9-k kq1 ky1 k ky1
modules.
 .Proof. First, 3.5 1 implies ker d = im d . Therefore, we can applyk ky1
 .  .the Dedekind law and then 4.4 1 to get im d q im d l ker d sky1 kq1 k
 .im d q im d l ker d s ker d . An isomorphism theorem thenky1 kq1 k k
gives
im d l ker d rim d l im dkq1 k kq1 ky1
s im d l ker d r im d l ker d l im d .kq1 k kq1 k ky1
( im d q im d l ker d rim d .ky1 kq1 k ky1
s ker d rim d ,k ky1
and the standard isomorphism is easily seen to preserve the grading.
4.7. LEMMA. For each k, there are graded H9-isomorphisms of the
.indicated degree :
 .1 ker dd rker d q im d ª ker d l im d rim ddk k kq 1 kq 1 k kq 1
 .degree 0 ,
 .2 ker dd rim d q ker d ª im d l ker d rim ddk ky 1 k k ky 1 ky 1
 .degree y2 .
Proof.
 .1 First, 3.5 shows that both quotients make sense. The map w : x q
 .ker d q im d ¬ d x q im dd is a well-defined H9-homomorphism from
ker ddrker d q im d onto ker d l im drim dd . Let x q ker d q im d g
 .  .   ..  .ker w. Then d x s dd y for some y g V. Since d x q d y s d x q
 .  .  .  .  .dd y s d x y dd y s 0, using 3.5 4 , x q d y g ker d , so that x g
ker d q im d . Hence w is an isomorphism. Since d maps V into Vk kq1
and is graded of degree 0, the result follows.
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 .  .2 The proof here is analogous to that in 1 with d replaced by d .
Note that d is graded of degree y2, so the isomorphism it induces is as
well.
4.8. LEMMA. Assume p ) r. For each 0 F k F r, the H9-module M [k
ker dd rker d q im d has as its only composition factor with multiplic-k k ky1
ky1 n.  .ity the one-dimensional tri¨ ial module, and dim M s  .F k is0 i
Proof. First, 3.5 shows that the quotient makes sense. We proceed by
 4induction on k. Since d s 0, M s 0 , so the statement holds for the0 0
 .case k s 0 with obvious conventions .
 .Assume 0 - k F r . According to 4.7 2 , M ( im d lk k
ker d rim dd \ N. Now N has as submodule N9 [ im d lky1 ky1 k
im d rim dd and the quotient NrN9 is isomorphic to im d lky2 ky1 k
ker d rim d l im d which is isomorphic to ker d rim d byky1 k ky2 ky1 ky2
 .4.6. Therefore, 4.3 2 implies NrN9 has as its only composition factor the
n .one-dimensional trivial module, and dim NrN9 s .F k y 1
 .It remains to consider N9. Using 4.5 2 , we obtain
N9 s im d l im d rim dd s ker d l im d rim ddk ky2 ky1 ky1 ky2 ky1
y1 y1 y1( c ker d l c im d rc im dd . . .  .ky1 ky2 ky1
y1 y1 y1 .  .Now, the definitions and 3.1 give c ker d s c ker cd *c sky1 ky1
y1 y1 y1 y1 .  .  .ker d *, c im d s c im d s c im cd *c s im d *,ky2 ky2 ky2 ky2 ky1
y1 .  .and similarly c im dd s im dd *. These observations, togetherky1 ky1
 .with some elementary linear algebra as in the proof of 4.4 2 , yield
N9 ( ker d * l im d *rim dd * .ky2 ky1 ky1
( ker dd rim d q ker d * s M *, . .ky1 ky2 ky1 ky1
so the induction hypothesis applies. With the results of the previous
paragraph, the proof is complete.
w  .xRemark . According to 9, Lemma 2.3 2 , dim ker d lF kq 1
n . im d rim dd s . I believe that in the statement of the lemma, itk kq1 k
.was intended that m be [ and Card S s i be Card S s n y i. This is in
conflict with 4.8. Indeed, the proof of 4.8 shows that ker d lkq1
k n .  .im d rim dd is isomorphic to M * which has dimension  .k kq1 kq1 is0 i
Since Shen states his lemma without proof, I cannot offer an explanation
for this discrepancy.
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Ã Ã ÃSet V s Vrker dd . For each k, put V s V rker dd . We have V sk k k
Ç Ã V .k k
n y 2 nÃ  .4.9. THEOREM. Assume p ) r. If 0 F k F r, then dim V s pF k k y 1
ky1 n y 2 .y 2 .is0 i
 .Proof. We proceed by induction on k. Using 3.5 4 , we have dd s0
Ã  4ydd s 0 so that V s 0 . Therefore, the formula is valid for k s 0.0 0
Assume 0 - k F r. We have V = ker dd = ker d q im d = ker d .k k k ky1 k
Hence
Ãdim V s dim V rker ddF k F k k
s dim V rker d y dim ker dd rker d q im dF k k F k k ky1
y dim ker d q im d rker d .F k ky1 k
y1 y1 .  .  .First, V rker d ( c V rc ker d s V *rker d * ( im d *,k k k k k ky1 ky1
nn y 1 . .  .so dim V rker d s dim im d s p y 1 by 4.3 1 . The sec-F k k F ky1 k y 1
ond term above is given by 4.8. Next, ker d q im d rker d (k ky1 k
Ã .d im d s im dd ( V rker dd s V , so the induction hy-k ky1 ky1 ky1 ky1 ky1
pothesis gives the last term above. Summarizing, we have
n y 1 nÃdim V s p y 1 .F k  /k y 1
ky1 ky2
n n y 2 n y 2ny y p q 2 .  /  /  /i k y 2 i
is0 is0
ky1 n ky3n y 1 n y 2 n y 2 .  .  .  .Now  s q 2 q 4 as can be easily verifiedis0 is0i k y 1 k y 2 i
using induction on k. Substituting this in and simplifying yields the desired
formula.
Set V s Vrker dd q im t . For each k, put V s V rker dd q im t .k k k ky2
ÇWe have V s  V .k k
n y 2w .4.10. COROLLARY. Assume p ) r. If 0 F k F r, then dim V sF k k y 1
n y 2 n n y 1 .x  .y p y 2 .k y 3 k y 1
 .  .  .Proof. If x g ker dd , then ddt x s tdd x s 0 by 3.5 5 . Therefore, t
Ã Ãinduces a map t : V ª V.Ã
Ã ÃAssume 0 F k F r. The map t : V ª V is injective. Indeed, letÃky2 ky2 k
 .  .  .x g V and suppose t x g ker dd . Then tdd x s ddt x s 0. Nowky2
w x  w xt is injective by 3, 2.3 there is an assumption in force throughout 3ky2
that p ) n q 1, but the only time this assumption is used to get 2.3 is in
.the last few lines of its proof where it is seen that p ) r suffices .
 .Therefore, dd x s 0, implying x g ker dd .
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Since
V s Vrker dd q im t ( Vrker dd r ker dd q im trker dd .  .
Ãs Vrim t ,Ã
Ã Ã Ã Ã .we have dim V s dim V y dim t V s dim V y dim V .ÃF k F k F ky2 F k F ky2
The result now follows from 4.9.
5. SIMPLICITY OF V k
 .The main result of this section is 5.9 which states that V 1 F k F r isk
simple assuming p ) r. In fact, the theorem identifies the isomorphism
class of V according to a standard parametrization which we nowk
describe.
 .  w x.Let S denote the symplectic algebra sp F see 10, p. 168 . Forn
r   .any S-module M and l g L s F set M [ ¨ g M N e y e ? ¨ s l ¨p l i9i9 i i i
 .4  .  .1 F i F r , where e is the n = n -matrix with 1 in the i, j -positioni j
and zeros elsewhere. The elements of L are weights and those of M arel
 .weight ¨ectors. A nonzero ¨ g M is a maximal ¨ector of weight l ifl
 .b ? ¨ s 0 for all i, j with 1 F i, j F r or r - i9 - j F n, where b si j i j
 .  .s i e q s j e g S.ji9 i j9
 .For each l g L there exists a simple S-module L l possessing a0
 .unique up to scalar multiple maximal vector of weight l. Moreover,
  . 4L l N l g L is a complete set of representatives for the isomorphism0
 w xclasses of simple S-modules. The general results of 4 provide one
.account of these well-known facts.
ÇLet H s  H be the restricted grading on H described before 2.3. Thel l
 .  .homomorphism w : gl F ª W given by w e s x D restricts to ann i j i j
 .isomorphism S ª H . In particular, note that w e y e s0 i9i9 i i
 e iqe i9..x D y x D s D x g H .i9 i9 i i H 0
 . qLet l g L. As in Section 1, we view L l as an H -module, where0
q  .  .  .qH s  H . The H-module Z l [ u H m L l has a uniquel G 0 l uH . 0
 .  w x .simple quotient L l see 4 , for instance .
Our goal in this section is to show that if p ) r and 1 F k F r, then
k .  .V ( L v where v s y e see 5.9 . We proceed in steps.k k k is1 i
 .  . n a aiSet T [ s i D s D x g H and for a g N put T [  T gi i9 H i i i
 . a u H . Then T s 0 if and only if a f A. Recall that p s p y 1, . . . ,
.p y 1 g A.
5.1. LEMMA. If M is an Hq-module and N is a nonzero H-submodule of
 . pqu H m M, then N l T m M / 0.uH .
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Proof. Let 0 / ¨ g N. It follows from the PBW theorem that ¨ can be
 . awritten uniquely in the form ¨ s  T m u with u g M. Order Aag A a a
 .by setting a - b if for some j 1 F j F n a s b for all i ) j and a - b .i i j j
Let c be the least element for which u / 0 and set y s  n T py1yci.c is1
Then, since the T commute with each other, it follows that 0 / Tp m ui c
ps y ? ¨ g N l T m M.
Ä Ä ÄSet V s Vrim t . For each k, put V s V rim t . We have V sk k ky2
Ç Ä  . V . In the next lemma, we view Z v as a graded H-module by settingk k k
 . a  .Z v s  T m L v .k l < a <syl 0 k
5.2. LEMMA. Assume p ) r. For each 0 F k F r, there is a graded
Ä .  .H-isomorphism Z v ª V of degree n p y 1 q k.k k
 .Proof. We use the isomorphism sp F ª H described before 5.1 ton 0
 .view H -modules as sp F -modules.0 n
Fix 0 F k F r. The homogeneous component of V of greatest degree isk
 p . < : wx dx g g G \ U which is H -isomorphic to the module V of 3, p.g k k 0 k
x p .506 via x dx ¬ e . This isomorphism induces an H -isomorphism fromg g 0
Ä p .the homogeneous component of V of greatest degree, namely x dx qk g
< :  . w xim t g g G ( U rt U , onto the module V 3, p. 510 . Nowky2 k k ky2 ky2 k
w x  . 3, 2.5 says that V ( L v . As pointed out in the proof of 4.10 above,k 0 k
w x .2.3 in 3 is valid for p ) r and similarly, so is 2.5.
q  .Therefore, we have an H -isomorphism from L v onto the homoge-0 k
Äneous component of V of greatest degree. This isomorphism induces ak
Ä .  .graded H-homomorphism w : Z v ª V of degree n p y 1 q k whichk k
p  .  < :evidently sends T m L v onto dx q im t g g G . This last space0 k g ky2 k
 .is H -isomorphic to L v and is therefore nonzero. It follows from 5.10 0 k
that w is injective.
Äw x  .Now, t is injective 3, 2.3 , so V s V rt V has dimensionky2 k k ky2 ky2
n n n n n n n .  . w .  .xdim V y dim V s p y p s p y . But this isF k F ky2 k k y 2 k k y 2
 . a  .  .also the dimension of Z v s  T m L v since dim L v sk ag A 0 k F 0 k
n n .  . w xy by 3, 2.4 and 2.5 . It follows that w is an isomorphism and thek k y 2
proof is complete.
5.3. LEMMA. Assume p ) r. If 0 F k - r and l g Z, then
im d l ker d rim dd ( im d l im d rim dd . .  .k ky1 ky1 kq1 ky1 k < <p q2 kyly2l
 . Proof. We have im d l ker d rim dd ( im d lk ky 1 ky 1 l k
U.ker d rim dd , where the dual space is viewed as a graded space asky1 ky1 yl
in the discussion before 2.3. Some elementary linear algebra, as in the
 .proof of 4.4 2 , shows that this latter space is isomorphic to
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  . .  .ker dd *rker d * q im d * . Arguing also as in the proof of 4.4 2 ,ky1 k ky1 yl
 .we have that c induces an isomorphism from ker dd *rker d * qky1 k
a. .im d * onto ker dd rker d q im d . Now c sends x dx * gky1 ky1 ky1 k g
U  < < < <. < <V , which is a homogeneous vector of degree y a q g s y a yky1
k q 1, to " x pya.dx g V , which is a homogeneous vector of degreeg 9 ky1
< < < < < < < < Up y a q g 9 s p y a q k y 1, so that c : V ª V is gradedky1 ky1 ky1
< <   . .of degree p q 2k y 2. It follows that ker dd *rker d * q im d *ky1 k ky1 yl
 .  .is isomorphic to ker dd rker d q im d . Finally, 4.7 1ky1 ky1 k <p <q2 kyly2
says that this latter space is isomorphic to im d l im d rkq1 ky1
.  .im dd using 4.5 2 .k <p <q2 kyly2
For each k g N, define two subsets of F,
S s k y 2 i y s ? 1 N 0 F i F k y s r2 , 4 .  .k k F k
R s k q 2 i y n y s ? 1 N 0 F i F k y 2 q s r2 , 4 .  .k k F k
where s is 0 or 1 according as k is even or odd.k
5.4. LEMMA. Assume p ) r. If 0 F k - r, l g Z, and l ? 1 f S j R ,F k k
 .then im d l ker d rim dd s 0.kq1 k k l
Proof. First, im d l im d rim dd is a graded submodule ofkq1 ky1 k
im d l ker d rim dd and the corresponding quotient is isomorphic tokq1 k k
im d l ker d rim d l im d which, according to 4.6, is isomor-kq1 k kq1 ky1
phic to ker d rim d as graded modules. Therefore,k ky1
im d l ker d rim dd ( im d l im d rim dd .  .kq1 k k kq1 ky1 kl l
[ ker d rim d . .k ky1 l
 .  < <Assume im d l im d rim dd / 0. By 5.3 with p q 2k y l y 2kq1 ky1 k l
.in place of l , we have
im d l ker d rim dd .k ky1 ky1 < <p q2 kyly2
( im d l im d rim dd / 0, .kq1 ky1 k l
 < < .  .so that induction implies a [ p q 2k y l y 2 ? 1 s 2k y n y l y 2F
 .? 1 g S j R . If a g S , then a s k y 1 y 2 i y s ? 1 forF ky1 ky1 ky1 ky1 F
 .  .some i with 0 F i F k y 1 y s r2 s k y 2 q s r2 which impliesky1 k
 .  .l ? 1 s k q 2 i y n q s y 1 ? 1 s k q 2 i y n y s ? 1 g R . OnF ky1 F k F k
 .the other hand, if a g R , then a s k y 1 q 2 i y n y s ? 1 forky1 ky1 F
 .  .  .some i with 0 F i F k y 3 q s r2 s k y 2 y s r2 - k y s r2,ky1 k k
 .  .which implies l ? 1 s k y 2 i q s y 1 ? 1 s k y 2 i y s ? 1 g S .F ky1 F k F k
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 .  .Finally, assume ker d rim d / 0. According to 4.3 2 , l s kp, im-k ky1 l
  . . .plying l ? 1 s 0 s k y 2 k y s r2 y s ? 1 g S .F k k F k
5.5. PROPOSITION. Assume p ) r. If 0 F k F r, then im dd l im tk ky2
s im tdd .ky2
 .Proof. Both sides are zero if k F 1, so assume k G 2. By 3.5 5 ,
tdd s ddt , so we have im tdd : im dd l im t . Let z g im dd l im t .k ky2
We shall show that z g im tdd and, since the relevant submodules are
 .  .graded, we may assume z is homogeneous. Now dd x s z s t y for
 .  .  .some x g V , y g V . Using 3.5, we have td y s dt y s ddd x sk ky2
2 .  w x.  .ydd x s 0. Since t is injective see 3, 2.3 , it follows that d y s 0,ky1
 .  .  .  .whence y g ker d . In turn, 3.5 gives td y s dt y q d y s dt y s
2  .  .d d x s 0, so that d y s 0, implying y g ker d . Hence, y g ker d lky2
 .ker d s im d l ker d using 4.5 1 . Since z is homogeneous, so isky2 ky1 ky2
y, of degree l, say. If l ? 1 f S j R , then 5.4 implies y g im dd , soF ky2 ky2
 .that z s t y g im tdd as desired. Therefore, assume l ? 1 g S jF ky2
R .ky2
 .Using 3.5 7 and the fact that y g ker d , we get
4tt y s dh q hd dh q hd y s dhdh y q hddh y . .  .  .  .  . /
 .  .  .  .Now y g ker d , so hddh y s yhddh y s hdhd y q chd y s 0, for
 .  .  .some c g F, where we have used 3.5 4 and 8 . So using 3.5 8 we obtain
4tt y s dhdh y s yddhh y q c dh y .  .  .  .1
s yddhh y q c yhd y q c y s yddhh y q c c y , .  .  . .1 2 1 2
 .  .where c s l q 2 ? 1 and c s l q n y 2k q 4 ? 1 . Thus, c c y s1 F 2 F 1 2
 .  .  .  .  .  .ddhh y q 4tt y . Since t y s z s dd x , we have tt y s tdd x s
 .   ..ddt x see 3.5 5 , so c c y g im dd . It remains to be shown that c c / 0,1 2 1 2
 .for then y g im dd and z s t y g im tdd as desired.
We shall show that c / 0. Now, l ? 1 g S j R , so there are two1 F ky2 ky2
cases to check. Suppose l ? 1 g S . Then c s k y 2 y 2 i y s qF ky2 1 ky2
.  .  .2 ? 1 s k y 2 i y s ? 1 for some 0 F i F k y 2 y s r2. We haveF k F k
2 F k y 2 i y s F k y s F r - p. Therefore, c / 0 if l ? 1 g S .k k 1 F ky2
 .Next, suppose l ? 1 g R . Then c s k y 2 q 2 i y n y s q 2 ? 1F ky2 1 ky2 F
 .  .s k q 2 i y n y s ? 1 for some 0 F i F k y 4 q s r2. We havek F k
y2 p - yn F k y n y s F k q 2 i y n y s F 2k y n y 4 F y4.k k
Since k q 2 i y n y s is even and p is odd, we conclude that c / 0 ifk 1
l ? 1 g R . Therefore, c / 0 in each case.F ky2 1
An analogous proof shows that c / 0. This completes the proof.2
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5.6. LEMMA. Assume p ) r. For each 0 F k F r, there is a graded
 .  .H-monomorphism V ª Z v of degree yn p y 1 y k y 2.k k
Proof. The map dd followed by the canonical map induces an epimor-
phism w : V ª im ddrim tdd . The kernel of w is ker dd q im t . Indeed,
by 3.5, ddt s tdd , so the inclusion ker dd q im t : ker w follows. On the
 .  .other hand, let x g ker w so that dd x s tdd y for some y g V. Then
 .x y t y g ker dd , implying x g ker dd q im t . Therefore, w induces an
isomorphism w : V ª im ddrim tdd , and w induces an isomorphism V k
ª im dd rim tdd for each k.k ky2
Now assume 0 F k F r. By 5.5 and an isomorphism theorem we get
V ( im dd rim tdd s im dd rim dd l im tk k ky2 k k ky2
( im dd q im t rim t ,k ky2 ky2
 .and this last quotient is isomorphic to a submodule of Z v by 5.2.k
Ä  .Finally, dd is graded of degree y2 and the isomorphism V ª Z v ofk k
 .5.2 is graded of degree yn p y 1 y k, so the monomorphism just
 .constructed is graded of degree yn p y 1 y k y 2.
ÇGiven a nonzero finite-dimensional graded vector space V s  V , de-l l
 .fine the length of V to be l y l where l resp., l is themax min max min
 .   44maximum resp., minimum of the set l N V / 0 .l
The next two results are due to Shen.
 w x.5.7. LEMMA cf. 8, Lemma 2.2; 3, 4.3 .
Ç .1 Let M s  M be a nonzero graded H9-module and assume that thel l
 .length of M is less than n p y 1 y 2. Then H9 acts tri¨ ially on M.
Ç .2 Let M s  M be a nonzero graded H-module and assume that thel l
 .length of M is less than n p y 1 y 3. Then H acts tri¨ ially on M.
Proof.
 .  p ..1 The annihilator I of M is an ideal of H9 which contains D xH
 .since this element is homogeneous of degree n p y 1 y 2. Now I l H is
w  .  p ..x  pye rq 1..an ideal of H which contains D x , D x s D x / 0.H 1 H H
Since H is simple, we have I l H s H so that I = H. Since I also
 p ..contains D x , it follows that I s H9. Hence H9 acts trivially on M.H
 .  pye1..2 The annihilator I of M contains D x / 0 since this ele-H
 .ment is homogeneous of degree n p y 1 y 3. Since H is simple, we have
I s H, whence H acts trivially on M.
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Ç t w x.5.8. LEMMA cf. 8, Lemma 2.6 . Let M s  M be a graded H9-mod-lss l
 .ule with length at most 2n p y 1 y 6. Assume M is a nontri¨ ial simplet
H -submodule of M and that M generates M as H-module. If M generates M0 t j
as H9-module for some j, then M also generates M as H-module.j
p . Ç  ..  .Proof. Let P s F D x . Then H9 s P q H, implying u H9 sH
 .  .  .  .  .  .u P u H s I q F ? 1 u H s Iu H q u H where I is the ideal ofF
 .  p .. u P generated by P. Now, D x is homogeneous of degree d [ n pH
. ty 1 y 2, so IM :  M \ M9.lssqd l
 .   .  ..Assume u H9 M s M for some j. Then M s Iu H q u H M : M9j j
 .  .q u H M , so in particular, u H M = M for all s F l - s q d. Supposej j l
 .  .  4u H M / M. Then u H M l M s 0 because M is simple and gener-j j t t
 .ates M as H-module. Therefore, M [ Mru H M is not acted on triviallyj
 .  . by H since M ( M and the length of M is at most t y s q d F 2n pt t
.   . .  .  .y 1 y 6 y n p y 1 y 2 s n p y 1 y 4. This contradicts 5.7 2 .
 .Hence u H M s M, as desired.j
Remark. In Shen's version of the lemma, one needs to assume l F N y
2 rather than the stated l F N in the case n s 2, p s 3, for in this case
 .l H s 1 s 2.
 .5.9. THEOREM. Assume p ) r. If 1 F k F r, then V ( L v .k k
Proof. Fix 1 F k F r and set l s v . We have that V is a homomor-k k
Ä  .phic image of V and hence of Z l by 5.2, so it is enough to show thatk
V is simple as H-module. Note that V is nonzero by 4.10.k k
 .Let w : V ª Z l be the H-monomorphism of 5.6. According to 5.1,k
p .  .  .every nonzero H-submodule of w V contains T m L l s Z lk 0 yn py1.
 .which is the homogeneous component of Z l of least degree. Since w is
 .  .graded of degree yn p y 1 y k y 2, it follows that V is thek kq2
homogeneous component of V of least degree and that it is contained ink
 .every nonzero H-submodule of V . Therefore, it suffices to show Vk k kq2
generates V as H-module.k
n py1.qkÇ  .  .Now, V s  V , so V has length at most n p y 1 y 2 Fk lskq2 k l k
 .  .  .2n p y 1 y 6 since p ) 2 . Moreover, V generates V ask n py1.qk k
Ä .  .H-module. Indeed, the H-isomorphism Z l ª V of 5.2 sends 1 m L lk 0
Ä .  .  .onto V and 1 m L l clearly generates Z l as H-module.k n py1.qk 0
Ä .  .  .Since V is nonzero, we also see that V ( V ( L lk k n py1.qk k n py1.qk 0
which is a nontrivial simple H -module. By 5.8, it now suffices to show0
 .V generates V as H9-module. Let N be the H9-submodule of Vk kq2 k k
 .generated by V and suppose N / V . Then N is graded andk kq2 k
 .  4   .N l V s 0 implying N has length at most n p y 1 q k yk n py1.qk
.  .  .  .1 y k q 2 s n p y 1 y 3. By 5.7 1 , H9 acts trivially on N. But N =
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p .  .  .  .V ( Z l s T m L l ( L l which is a nontrivial H -k kq2 yn py1. 0 0 0
module, so we have a contradiction. Therefore, N s V and the proof isk
complete.
5.10. COROLLARY. Assume p ) r.
n y 2 n y 2 n n y 1 .  . w .  .x  .1 If 1 F k F r, then dim L v s y p y 2 .F k k y 1 k y 3 k y 1
 .  .2 dim L v s 1.F 0
Proof.
 .1 See 5.9 and 4.10.
 .  .2 L v is the one-dimensional trivial module.0
w xRemark. In the proof of 9, Proposition 2.2 , Shen seems to have
 .  :  .assumed that V l s v N Card S s i in the notation of that paper0 i S
 w x.was simple as H -module. This is not the case for 2 F i F r see 3, 2.5 .0
w x  .Hu pointed this out in 5 and gave without proof a revised version of
 .Shen's dimension formula for L v . The formula in 5.10 above differsk
from both Shen's formula and Hu's revised formula. Incidentally, Shen
placed no restrictions on the characteristic p, whereas we have used the
assumption p ) r quite heavily. We feel that one cannot expect 5.10 to
remain valid for p F r. Indeed, the dimension formula for the simple
 .H -module L v is independent of p as long as p ) r, but for p F r a0 0 k
dependence on p appears, and the formula becomes more complicated the
 w x.smaller p gets see 7 . So one would expect a similar behavior in the case
 .of the simple H-module L v since, for instance, its homogeneousk
 .component of greatest degree is H -isomorphic to L v .0 0 k
6. DUALITY
 .If l g L, then the contragredient L l * of the simple H -module0 0
 .  .  .L l is simple, implying L l * ( L l* for some l* g L.0 0 0
6.1. THEOREM.
 .  .  .1 For each l g L, Z l * ( Z l* .
 .  .  .2 Assume p ) r. If 0 F k F r, then Z v * ( Z v .k k
 .  .  .3 Assume p ) r. If 0 F k F r, then L v * ( L v .k k
Proof.
 .  . p1 The homogeneous component of Z l of least degree is T m
 .  .L l which is H -isomorphic to L l . Hence, the homogeneous compo-0 0 0
 .  .  .nent of Z l * of greatest degree is H -isomorphic to L l * ( L l* .0 0 0
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 .  .Therefore, we get an induced H-homomorphism w : Z l* ª Z l *.
 .  a 4Let B be a basis for L l . Then T m ¨ N a g A, ¨ g B is a basis for0
 .  .  .  p .Z l . Fix ¨ g B. Identifying L l* with L l * we have w T m ¨* s0 0
p  . p  p .  . p  .T w 1 m ¨* s T T m ¨ * s 1 m ¨ * / 0. Since T m L l* is a sim-0
 . p  .ple H -submodule of Z l* , it follows that ker w l T m L l* s 0.0 0
 .  .Hence w is injective by 5.1. Finally, Z l* and Z l * both have the same
dimension, so w is an isomorphism.
 .  . U  .  .2 By 1 it is enough to show v s v , that is, L v * ( L v .k k 0 k 0 k
U . w xSet g s r q 1, r q 2, . . . , r q k . In the notation of 3, p. 510 , e is ag
U U  .maximal vector in the dual basis E of V ( L v *. Moreover, e hask k 0 k g
Uweight yv , so e has weight v and the claim follows.k g k
 .  .3 If k s 0, then L v is the one-dimensional trivial module so thek
 .claim is clear. Assume 1 F k F r. Since Z v has unique simple quotientk
 .  .L v , it follows that Z v * has a unique simple submodule which isk k
 .  .  .isomorphic to L v *. By 2 , Z v too has a unique simple submodulek k
 .which is isomorphic to L v *. On the other hand, 5.6 and 5.9 show thatk
 .  .  .  .Z v has a submodule isomorphic to L v . Hence, L v * ( L v , ask k k k
desired.
Remark. Assume p ) r. Let l g L with l not exceptional. By the
 .  .proof of 6.1 2 , l* is also not exceptional. Therefore, using 6.1 1 we get
 .  .  .  .L l * s Z l * ( Z l* s L l* according to Shen's result quoted in Sec-
 .  .  .tion 1. In view of 6.1 3 and its proof, we see then that L l * ( L l* for
 wall l g L. This is in contrast to the case for the contact algebra K see 3,
x.5.3 .
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